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Codimension one foliations on solvable manifolds

Shigenori Matsumoto

1. The objects of our interest are codimension one foliations on (possibly open)
manifolds If we consider C* foliations in gênerai and put no particular conditions
on them, then they can be extremely comphcated even when the manifolds are
simple For example, S2k+l (k &gt; 1) admits foliations with nonzero secondary
charactenstic classes In other words, the topology of the manifolds does not hâve

a strong effect on the nature of the foliations they carry
On the other hand, if we confine ourselves to foliations without closed leaves on

closed 3-mamfolds, then the topology of the manifolds does hâve a remarkable
influence on the foliations For example, closed 3-manifolds with finite fundamental

groups do not admit such foliations ([N]), one can classify foliations on closed

3-mamfolds with solvable fundamental groups ([GS], [P,]), also, quite recently,
complète understanding îs obtained for foliations on the unit tangent bundle of a

surface of genus &gt; 1 ([G], [Ma])
For higher dimensional manifolds, the influence îs not so clear It îs known that

ail closed manifolds of dimension &gt;4 with Euler number 0 admit C1 foliations
without closed leaves ([Sch]) The problem about C2 foliations remains unsolved
However if we focus our attention upon Cco foliations, then there îs a clue to the

problem I e they are known not to admit null transversals ([H,], [H2]) As a resuit,
e g closed manifolds with finite fundamental groups do not admit C° foliations

In this paper we consider foliations on manifolds of arbitrary dimensions and

make two assumptions on them, î e that they do not hâve closed leaves and that they
behave hke Cœ foliations Our purpose îs to investigate the influence of the topology
of the manifolds upon such foliations In particular we shall show that foliations on
manifolds with solvable fundamental groups admit &apos;transverse structures&apos;

To be précise, let &lt;F be a codimension one transversely onented Cr foliation
(r &gt; 0) on a (possibly open) connected smooth manifold M Throughout this paper
we shall work under the following assumptions

(I) 77 =7i, (M) is solvable

(II) 3F does not admit closed leaves

(III) Every nontnvial leaf holonomy of !F has an isolated fixed point
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Dénote by # the lift of J* to the universal covering space M of M. Our first
resuit is the following.

THEOREM 1. There exist a Cr submersion D : M -&gt;R which carries each

leaf of ^ to a point of R and a homomorphism &lt;f&gt; : 77-&gt;DifTr (R) such that

D(yx) (f)(y)D(x) for any y e 77 and x e M.

In 1983 paper [P2], J. Plante showed the following.

THEOREM. If a solvable group F acts on the real Une R in such a way that the

fixed point set of any nontrivial élément of F is isolated (possibly empty), then there

exists a nontrivial locally finite measure /à on R and a homomorphism a : F -&gt;R&gt;0

such that for any y e F, y^fi a(y)fi. If further ail the orbits are dense, then the

F-action must be topologically conjugate to an affine action.

Applying this to Theorem 1, we get the following corollary.

COROLLARY 2. Suppose ail the leaves of &amp; are dense in M. Then &amp; is

topologically conjugate to a transversely affine foliation.

The methods that we use hère are to study the 1-connected (possibly non-Haus-
dorfï) 1-manifold 9C M/&amp;, and the action of the fundamental group 77 on 3C.

The qualitative study of foliations often leads to the work on 1-manifolds. First
of ail, their fundamental properties are investigated in connection with foliations
without holonomy on open manifolds ([HR]). Since then, works hâve been done

especially on their relations with particular classes of foliations. For example, the

completeness (as defined below) is discussed for foliations without holonomy on
closed manifolds ([I]). There are extensive studies on foliations with singularities
which are defined by closed 1-forms, especially in their connection with the
fundamental group ([LJ, [L2], [Si]). Hère the algebraic key is [BNS]. Foliations
with transversely affine or projective structures hâve also been investigated along
this line ([M,], [M2], [M3], [IMT]).

Another purpose of this paper is to give some criteria for the completeness of
foliations. The foliation ^ is called complète if the leaf space 3C — M/# is

homeomorphic to R. Notice that there are examples of noncomplete all-leaves-
dense foliations on closed 3-manifolds. See [M2].

THEOREM 3. If II is polycyclic, then ^ is complète.

In [M2], G. Meigniez already obtained Theorem 3 assuming 3F is transversely
affine.
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THEOREM 4. If ail the leaves of&apos;#&quot; hâve finitely gênerated fondamental groups,
then 3F is complète.

Before this paper is prepared, Thierry Barbot obtained the resuit that
codimension one (un)stable foliations of Anosov flows on solvable manifolds are
complète and topologically transversely affine. This is undoubtedly the most
interesting case.

V. V. Solodov asserted ([S2] Theorem 1) that under some mild condition, any
foliation with a single Novikov component on a compact manifold must be

complète provided the fundamental group of the manifold does not contain a free

subgroup on two generators. But this is not correct. A counterexample due to
Nobuo Tsuchiya will be given in Section 5. However this noncomplete foliation has

a compact leaf. In fact it is almost without holonomy. We do not know the answer
to the following problems.

PROBLEM. Does there exist an noncomplete ail-leaves-dense foliation on a

compact solvable manifold!}

If we drop the condition &apos;compact&apos;, then the answer is positive. The following
example is communicated by the référée.

Take a finitely presented solvable group F and a homomorphism x : F —? R of
rank &gt;2 such that x 6^) in the notation of [BNS] but that ~x ï Z(F). For
example, the metabelian group

r &lt;a, b | a[a, b]a^] b[a, b]b&apos;] [a, b]2}

and any rank 2 homomorphism x sucn tnat x(a), i{b) &gt; 0 will do ([BS]).
Let TV be a compact manifold of dimension &gt; 3 with fundamental group F. The

class x g ^&apos;W R) is represented by a closed 1-form œ on N with Morse type
singularities and dense leaves ([LJ). Let M be the manifold obtained from N by
deleting the singularities of œ. The foliation drawn by œ on M is of type F, to be

defined later (Theorem 5.1, [BNS]).
Also communicated by the référée, we shall show in Section 5 that any group of

orientation preserving homeomorphisms of R can be lifted to an action on a

1-connected non-Hausdorff 1-manifold.
The author is glad to express his thanks to the référée, whose valuable

comments are indeed helpful for the improvement of this paper.
This paper was prepared while the author was staying at Université Claude

Bernard, Lyon I. The author wants to thank the institute and especially Gilbert
Hector for his warm hospitality.
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2. Like ail the other parts of this paper, we assume that our manifold M and
foliation J* satisfy conditions (I) — (III) of Section 1. First of ail, let us recall the
theorem of Haefliger. See [H,], [H2] or [CL]. When r 0, we need additional
arguments about gênerai position. For this, see [S,] and [HH].

THEOREM. The foliation 3F cannoî hâve a null transversal (i.e. a null homotopic
closed curve which is transverse to tF).

Let us consider the leaf space SC M\3F of the foliation lifted to the universal

covering space.

LEMMA (2.1). SC is an orientée, connectée and simply connectée (possibly
non-Hausdorjf) \-manifold.

Proof. That SC is a 1-manifold is an easy conséquence of the theorem of
Haefliger. The orientation of SC is obtained by the transverse orientation of #\ The
other statements follow from the corresponding properties of M. (Fundamental
natures of ¦% with full proofs will appear in [IMT].)

Since the foliation §t is the lift of the foliation 3F on M, the action of the

fundamental group FI on M yields an orientation preserving action of FI on SC. Let
F be the quotient of 77 by the subgroup which acts trivially on SC. Thus T acts on
9£ effectively. In this paper we focus our attention on this T-action.

Properties of the foliation 3F can be observed through the action of T on SC. For
example, a leaf of ^ corresponds to a r-orbit; A dense leaf corresponds to a dense

orbit. One needs to be a bit cautious to see what kind of orbits correspond to closed

leaves of 3F. Let us call a subset S of SC closed discrète if for any embedded compact
interval J of SC, we hâve # (S nJ) &lt; oo. Then a closed leaf corresponds to a closed

discrète orbit.
Notice that this notion is apparently a bit différent from HausdorfT intuition.

For example, imagine a non-Hausdorff 1-manifold SC whose nonseparating points
(to be defined below) are dense. Consider an embedded real Une R in SC. Then the

boundary dR contains ail the points which form nonseparating pairs with some

points of R. (See Figure 1.) Hence to a HausdorfT eye dR fhight look dense in R.

But in our terminology, dR is &apos;closed discrète&apos;.

Next let us interpret the condition (III) in terms of F-orbits. One has to notice

in the first place that the fîxed point set Fix (y) of y e F is not necessarily a closed

set of SC. (Imagine e.g. the exchange of branches in Type V, Figure 2.) Therefore

even under (III), Fix (y) may not be a closed discrète set. Suppose xn € Fix (y) are
distinct points and that limw_^ xn x0. It might happen that x0 $ Fix (y). (III) says
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dR

Figure 1

that if x0 e Fix (y), then y must be the identity near x0. This is the same as saying
that any component of Fix (y) is either an open set or a single point which is

isolated in Fix (y). Hère a point x of a subset S is called isolated in S if x has a

neighbourhood U such that U nS {x}.
Now let us summarize the conditions that we got for the induced T-action.

(F) F is a solvable group which acts effectively and orientation preservingly on
an oriented \-connected l-manifold 9C.

(IF) There are no closed discrète F-orbits.

(IIF) For any y s F, any component of Fix (y) is either an open set or an isolated

point.

Two distinct points x and y of 9C are said to form a nonseparating pair if for
any open interval U (resp. V) containing x (resp. y), we hâve U nV ^ 0. Define
U — U_u{x}uU+ and V V^ u {y} u V+ in accordance with the orientation of
3C. For a nonseparating pair x and y, choosing U and V sufficiently small, we hâve

either of the following two cases. See [IMT] for detailed arguments.

(i) \j_ y_ and U+nV+= 0.
(ii) (/_nK_=0 and U+ V+.

DEFINITION (2.2). 9C is called of type I if it does not hâve nonseparating
pairs, of type W if it admits nonseparating pairs of both (i) and (ii), and of type V
otherwise.

See Figure 2. Saying ^ is complète is the same as saying 3C is of type I. In the

rest of this section, we shall show the following.

PROPOSITION (2.3). The l-manifold % cannot be of type W.

The key fact is the following lemma, which is a variant of so called Klein&apos;s

criterion or the &quot;Table Tennis Lemma&quot;, rather. The proof in the case of non-Haus-
dorff 1-manifolds will be found in [IMT].
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type I

LEMMA (2.4). Let P be a connected open subset of &amp; with dP consisting offour
distinct points a, b, c, d. Suppose f, g e F satisfy f(a) c, f(P) nP 0, g(b) d
and g(P) nP 0. Then f and g gênerate a free subgroup in F.

Notice the situation of Lemma (2.4) occurs only when X is of type W. See

Figure 3. On the other hand if 9C is of type W and if ail the leaves of 3F are dense

(i.e., ail the F-orbits are dense in 9C\ it is easy to find two éléments / and g of F
which satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma (2.4). Then we get that F cannot be solvable
and this contradiction shows Proposition (2.3). However in order to show Proposition

(2.3) in full generality, we need a bit more.

DEFINITION (2.5). For a subset S of X, define

§ (J {/ | j is an embedded closed interval joining two points of S}.

When S %, we say S fills up 3C.

Figure 3
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LEMMA (2.6). For any subset S of $C, the boundary dS is a closed discrète set.

Proof. For any interval / embedded in X, clearly we hâve In S is connected.
Lemma (2.6) follows from this.

LEMMA (2.7). Any orbit (9 of the r-action fills up X.

Proof. (9 is not closed discrète by (IF). Hence Ô is not empty. By Lemma (2.6),
de is a closed discrète set, invariant by the action of F. Hence by (IF) we hâve that
de 0. That is, 0 fills up %.

Now by Lemma (2.7) ît is easy to find two éléments/and g which satisfy the
condition of Lemma (2.4). The détails are left to the reader. We hâve completed the

proof of Proposition (2.3).

3. In this section we shall show Theorems 1 and 3. If 9£ is of type I, then there is

nothing to prove. So let us assume that 3C is of type V. (Recall Proposition (2.3).)
Assume that the condition (i) of Section 2 occurs for each nonseparating pair. That
is, there is only one end in the — oo direction. We use the following notations in X.

DEFINITION (3.1).
(a) For x and jef, dénote x &lt;y if there is an orientation preserving embed-

ding / : [0, 1] -&gt; 9E such that /(0) x and /( 1) y.
(b) For x^y, let

[x,y)={zE^\x&lt;z&lt;y}

]_oo,x[ {z \z&lt;x}.

(c) Dénote x &amp;y \ï x =y or x and y form a nonseparating pair.
(d) For y ef, let

Fix (y) {x g X | yx x},

Fix% (y) {x g X | yx % x}.

We shall summarize properties which follow immediately from the définitions
and the assumption that 3C is of type V.

LEMMA (3.2).
(a) The relation &lt; is a partial order.

(b) For any points x and y g X, there exists a point zef such that z &lt;^x and

z&lt;y.
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(c) If x &lt;z and y &lt;z, then we hâve either x ^y or y ^x
(d) The relation % is an équivalence relation

Notice that [x, y] is diffeomorphic to [0, 1] if x -&lt;y Also ] — oo, x[ is diffeomor-
phic to ] — oo, 0[ However for example for x e $£, the set {z e $C \ x &lt;z} is not
diffeomorphic to ]0, oo[ Clearly we hâve Fix (y) c Fix* (y)

LEMMA (3 3) If an élément y e F satisfies Fix* (y) 0, then there exists a

unique y-invariant properly1 embedded copy of the real line, Axis (y), called the axis
ofy

Proof Suppose Fix* (y) 0 Given an arbitrary point x e &amp;, choose a point z

such that z &lt;x and z &lt;yx Then we hâve yz &lt;yx and z &lt;yx Therefore by Lemma

(3 2) (c), either yz &lt;z, yz z or yz &gt; z holds Smce Fix (y) 0,yz # z Assume, to
fix the idea, that yz -&lt; z Consider the set

Axis(y) [J{y&apos;([yz,z])\ieZ}

Since Fix* (y) 0, {y&apos;z} must be closed discrète Therefore Axis (y) is a properly
embedded copy of the real lme, invariant by y It is easy to show that such a line

is unique
Let

r&gt;r{&gt;r2&gt; &gt;rn o&gt;{\}

be the descending séquence of F We are particularly interested in the action of the
last normal subgroup Q

LEMMA (3 4) For any élément co e Q\{1}, we hâve Fix* (co) 0
Proof Suppose the contrary and let

QF={œe fl\{l} | Fix* (co) 0}

Then œ eQh has an axis Since Q is an abehan group, we hâve that
Axis (co) Axis (co&apos;) for any co, co&apos; € QF Dénote this set by M Since Q is a normal
subgroup, we hâve that &amp; is F -invariant But then we get a nonempty F -invariant
closed discrète set dffl, contradicting (IF)

proper&apos; means that the inverse image of a compact subset is compact
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Figure 4

The original idea of the proof of Theorem 1 îs to find out a good ^-invariant
measure and using ît to define an equivanant submersion of SC onto R However ît
turned out to be difficult and we hâve to be content with the worst one, î e a Dirac
measure

LEMMA (3 5) There exists a nonempty Q-invanant closed discrète subset

Proof First of ail assume for contradiction that for any élément co e Q\{\}, we
hâve Fix (co) 0 By Lemma (3 4), we hâve Fix* (co) 0 Since Fix (co) 0,
one can show without much difficulty that Fix* (co) îs a single « class (See Figure
4) Since Q îs abehan, Fix* (co) must be kept invariant by any other élément

r\ eO\{l} That îs, Fix* (co) c Fix* (rj) The converse inclusion also holds and
hence Fix* Fix* (co) îs independent of the choice of co g £2\{1} Since Q îs a

normal subgroup of F, Fix* îs T-invariant But this îs contrary to (IF), since Fix*
îs closed discrète

Thus we hâve shown that there exists an élément coe£2\{l} such that
Fix (co) # 0

If Fix (co) îs closed discrète, then let the required set S be Fix (co) Notice that
Fix (co) îs Q -invariant since Q îs an abehan group, completing the proof

Suppose on the other hand that Fix (co) îs not closed discrète That îs, there exist

înfinitely many points xn e Fix (co) such that xn -? x0 At this point we do not know
whether xQ e Fix (co) or not We only hâve that x0 g Fix* (co)

For a while assume for contradiction that Fix (co) fills up 3C Then there exists

y g Fix (co) such that x0 -&lt; y This implies that x0 e Fix (co) Now by the condition

(III) or by îts équivalent (III&apos;) we hâve that co must be the îdentity near x0 Next
consider the interval ] — oo, xo[ Notice that co keeps ] — oo, xo[ invariant Therefore

by the condition (HT) and the continuity of co, we get that ] — oo, xo[ ci Fix (co)

Now take an arbitrary point x e 3C Then there exists a point z e 3C and a point
u g Fix (co) such that z &lt;xQ and z&lt;x&lt;u Then again since co îs the îdentity near
z and co keeps ] — oo, u[ invariant, we hâve that œ(x) x Therefore co must act as

the îdentity on 3C This îs contrary to the assumption that F acts effectively
Hence we hâve shown that Fix (co) c 3C Let S ô Fix (co) S îs Q -invariant and

closed discrète as required
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Notice that for an Q-invariant closed discrète subset S and for an élément yef,
yS is again Q-invariant and closed discrète. This is an immédiate conséquence of the

normality of Q. Let us set

r {y, 1,72,73,74,- • •}

and let

LEMMA (3.6).
(a) S, (i &lt; oo) is an increasing séquence of Q-invariant closed discrète subsets.

(b) Sœ fills up SC.

Proof. (a) is immédiate. For (b), since S^ is T-invariant and nonempty, we
hâve S^ fills up 9C by Lemma (2.7).

Let us define a mapping /?, : St -?Z for / &lt; oo. First fix the base point xoe St.

Given any x e Sn choose z e 9C such that z &lt;x0 and z -&lt; x. Define

Pl(x) #([z, x] nS,) - #([z, x0]

Notice that this is well-defined, independent of the choice of z.

LEMMA (3.7). Whenever z &lt;x and z &lt;y, we hâve

Proof. Notice that the L.H.S. is independent of the choice of z so far as it
satisfies z&lt;x and z&lt;y. Therefore we can choose z so that it also satisfies that
z &lt;x0. Then Lemma (3.7) foliows directly from the définition of pt.

COROLLARY (3.8). For any œeQ and x, y e Sn we hâve

Pt(coy) -pl{(ox) =pt(y) -pl{x).

Proof Choose z so that z -&lt; x and z -&lt; y. We hâve

Pi(&lt;oy) ~Pi(wx) #([^z, ^1 r\St) — #([œz, œx] nSt)

#([z,y]nSl) - #([z,x]nS,) =p,(^) -a(4
The second equality follows from the Q -invariance of St.
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COROLLARY (3.9). There exists a homomorphism &lt;\&gt;t : &amp;-&gt;Z such that

Pj (cojv) pt {x) -\- c/&gt;, (co).

Proof Corollary (3.8) says in particular that if p,(x) =p,{y), then we hâve

pt(cox) =pt(coy). That is, the action of co projects down to an endomorphism of the
set pt(Si) c Z. Again by (3.8), this mapping is the translation by a fixed integer, say
c/&gt;,(co). The required properties of &lt;j&gt;, can easily be established by (3.8).

DEFINITION (3.10). Define a subgroup K of Q by

K= \J Q Ker(07).
/&gt; i /&gt;/

An élément co g Q belongs to K if and only if &lt;\&gt;l (co) 0 for any sufficiently large

LEMMA(3.11). WehaveK Q.

Proof. By définition, we hâve that K a Q. Let us show the converse. Choose an

arbitrary élément co e Q. If œ 1, then there is nothing to prove. So let co ^ 1.

Then by Lemma (3.4), Fix% (co) 0. Take a point x e Fix* (co) and consider
] — oo, x[. Notice that ] — oo, x[ is invariant by co. Since Sœ fills up 9£ (Lemma (3.6)),
for any sufficiently large z, we hâve ] — oo, x[nS, / 0. Take an arbitrary point
y e] —ce,x[nS}. Suppose for contradiction that co(&gt;&gt;) ^y. Then we hâve either

y&lt;œy or tay &lt;y. Assume y &lt;coy. Then the séquence {œky \ k &gt; 0} lies in the

compact interval [y, x], contrary to the closed discreteness of Sr This absurdity
shows that œy y. Thus we hâve 0, (co) 0 for any sufficiently large / and therefore
coga:.

LEMMA (3.12). Let œ e Q and x e 3C. Ifeither œx ^ x or x ^ œx holds, then we

hâve œx x.

Proof. Assume the contrary. Without loss of generality, one may assume that
cox -&lt; x. Then we hâve

co(] — oo, x[) ] — oo, œx[ cz ] — oo, x[.

For any point y e ] — oo, x[ nSt, we hâve either coy &lt;y or y -^coy. But then since

co g K (Lemma (3.11)), we hâve coy y. (The point y can be viewed to belong to
S; for arbitrarily large /) That is, co keeps points of ] - oo, x[ n Sœ fixed. Consider
an accumulation point z of Sœ. The orbit Tz fills up 9C (Lemma (2.7)). In particular
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we have Fz n] — oo, x[ ^ 0. That is, S^ n] — oo, x[ is not closed discrète. There-
fore œ must be the identity on ] — oo, jc[. But this is a contradiction because

cox g] — oo, x[. D

COROLLARY (3.13). For any œ g Q, we have Fix (a&gt;) is a nonempty open set.

If x e Fix (œ) and ify -&lt;x, then we have y g Fix (œ).

Proof Let œ g Q. Choose an arbitrary point xef and a point jef such that

y &lt;x and ^&lt;cox. Then it is easy to show that either y-^coy or œy^y holds.
Therefore by Lemma (3.12), we have œ(y) =&gt;&gt;, showing that Fix (œ) 0.

Next let x e Fix (œ) and y &lt;x. Then since ] — oo, x[ is kept invariant by co, we
have either y &lt;œy or coy &lt;y. Therefore y e Fix (œ).

Finally it follows quickly from (UT) that Fix (œ) is an open set.

COROLLARY (3.14). Q is not finitely generated.

Proof Suppose the contrary. Let œl9 w2,. con be generators of Q. Choose

points xt g Fix (a&gt;,) and a point y &lt;xt (\ &lt; i &lt; n). Then y is a common fixed point
of œ,. That is, if we put

Fix (Q) {xe%\œx= x, Vco g Q},

we have

Since &amp; is a normal subgroup of T, we have Fix (Q) is a T-invariant subset. It has

the following property; If x e Fix (Q) and if y ¦&lt; x, then &gt;&gt; g Fix (Q). Therefore we
have that d Fix ((2) is a closed discrète T-invariant subset. Therefore by (IF), we have
d Fix (Q) 0 and Fix (Q) 3f. This contradicts that T acts effectively on 9C.

Recall that a solvable group is polycyclic if and only if ail its subgroups are

finitely generated ([W]). Therefore we have already shown that if 9C is of type V, then
F and hence FI cannot be polycyclic. This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.

We shall continue the proof of Theorem 1. Let

f r/o, ëc xia.
As a matter of fact, F acts on St.

PROPOSITION (3.15). S is a \-connected \-manifold of type I or V. Fhe action

of F satisfies the conditions (IF) and (IIF).

Proof. That 3t is a 1-manifold follows from Lemma (3.12).
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Next we shall show that there does not exist a nonseparating pair of type (ii) of
Section 2. Suppose there exists a séquence {[xn]} of points of S such that [xn] J, [x]
and that [xn] j [y], Let us show that [x] [y]. Choose an open interval / cz 3C

containing the point x e 3C. One may assume that xn g / {n 1, 2,. Likewise
choose an open interval / containing the point y e &amp;. One may assume that there
exists a séquence {yn} aj such that [yn] [xn]. As a matter of fact, we hâve xn l x
and yn { y. There exists an élément œn g Q such that œnxn yn. If we show that
a&gt;\Xn yn for any n, then this would imply that œxx y, i.e., [x] [y]. To show this
consider the two points œxxn and yn =wnxn. They satisfy (oxxn&lt;yx and conxn &lt;yx.
Therefore we hâve either conxn&lt;œxxn or œxxn &lt;conxn. Now œxœ~l eQ carries

yn conxn to œxxn. Therefore by Lemma (3.12), we hâve yn œxxn.
Thus we hâve shown that there does not exist a nonseparating pair of type (ii).

This implies that St is 1-connected and of type either I or V.
The other properties are easy to establish and are left to the reader.

End ofproof of Theorem 1. If in Proposition (3.15), S is of type I, then we are
done. If not, consider the action of T on S. We can apply the same argument that
we developed in this section. Notice that the step of f is less than that of F. Now
an abelian group cannot act on a 1-manifold of type V in such a way that no orbits
are closed discrète. (Recall Lamma (3.5).) Therefore we will obtain a 1-manifold of
type I at some stage. This shows Theorem 1.

4. We shall show Theorem 4. Let us assume that the foliation J*7 is not complète,
that is, the 1-manifold 9C is of type V. Our goal is to show that there exists a leaf
of 3F whose fundamental group is not flnitely gênerated.

By Theorem 1, we hâve obtained a submersion D : M -? R and a homomor-
phism (/&gt; : 77 -? DifP (R). Clearly D yields a submersion, also denoted by D, from 9£

to R. Deflne the quotient group r of 77 as in Section 2. Clearly 0 induces a

homomorphism, also denoted by &lt;/&gt;, from r to DifP (R). In summary, we hâve the

following.

PROPOSITION (4.1). There exists a submersion D :^-»R and a homomorphism

(j) : T -&gt; DifT (R) such that D(yx) &lt;t&gt;(y)D(x) for any y e T and x e 9C.

Let A &lt;ft(r). Proposition (3.15) implies that the action of A on R also satisfîes

the conditions (F) ~(IIF). That is, we hâve:

(F) A solvahle group A acts on R preserving the orientation;

(IF) There are no discrète A-orbits;
(IIF) For any X e A, Fix (A) is discrète.
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By virtue of the theorem of Plante, we hâve the following.

PROPOSITION (4.2). There exists a locally finite nontrivial measure fi onR and

a homomorphism a : A -^R&gt;0 such thaï X^fx — a(X)fi for any X e A.

Fix a base point, say 0, of R. Define a mapping E : R -* R by

o, x[) if x &gt; o,

E{x) &lt; 0 if je 0, (*)
L 0[) ifx&lt;0.

Also define a mapping 6 : /t -»R by è(A) £(A(0)). Define a mapping ^ from A

to the group of the orientation preserving affine transformations, Aff+(R), by

xl,(A)(x)=a{k)x+b{X).

It is a routine work to establish the following lemma. The proof is left to the

reader.

LEMMA (4.3). E is a monotone increasing map. i/j : A —? Aff+ (R) is a homomorphism.

For any à g A and x 6 R, we hâve E(Xx) \\j{X)E{x).

Next let us show the continuity of E and its conséquences. Let us prove first of
ail that t//(A) is neither trivial nor free cyclic. First of ail, since fx is nontrivial, we

hâve that Im (E) contains at least two points, say a &lt; p.

Assume for contradiction that ij/(A) is trivial. Let c sup Zs^^a). Clearly c must
be kept fixed by the A -action, contrary to (II&quot;).

Next assume that ij/(A) is free cyclic, generated by a translation, say by 1. For
each integer n, let cn sup {x e R | E(x) &lt;n}. Clearly we hâve n((cn_ l5 cn]) 1.

Since fi is locally finite, {cn} is a discrète /l-orbit, again contradicting (IF).
Finally consider the case where \j/{A) is free cyclic, generated by a homothety. One

can divide into subcases according to Im (E). An argument similar to the above

works to show that this case is also impossible. The détails are left to the reader.

Now we hâve shown that il/(A) is neither trivial nor free cyclic. By the nature of
the group Aff+(R), we are led to either of the following two cases.

Case 1. ij/(A) contains arbitrarily small translations.
Case 2. ij/(A) is an abelian group consisting of homotheties.

Let us show that Case 2 can be reduced to Case 1. For this, we need to replace

E, i// and \x by new maps £&quot;, i//&apos; and a new measure \if. (Simply we will take the

logarithm.)
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Assume Case 2. Let the common fixed point of {//(A) be c. Then Im (E) is contained
either in R&gt;f or R&lt;(. For otherwise one could find a discrète ^4-orbit by considering
either inf E~1(R&gt;&lt;) or sup£&gt;1(R&lt;J. Suppose, to fix the idea, that Im (E) c:R&gt;c.

Define E&apos; by E\x) log (E(x) - c) and \jjf by \jt\k){y) y + log a{k\ where a(k) is

the slope of ^(A). It is easy to check that E&apos; and ^&apos; satisfy the conditions of (4.3)
and Case 1. Using (*), one can define a new measure ^ from E&apos;.

Now rename E\ \jj&apos; and \xf by E, \j/ and /j. In this way, we may assume without
loss of generality that Case 1 holds.

Then it follows from the condition of Case 1 that \i is nonatomic and therefore
E is continuous.

An élément y e F is called a translation of 9C if ^(0(y)) is a nontrivial translation.

The translation number of i/K&lt;/&gt;()0) is called the translation number of y. A
translation y has an axis, since Fix~ (y) 0.

Now let us summarize the properties of the action of F on 9C. The proof is easy
and omitted. ((3) below follows from (2) and (III&quot;).)

PROPOSITION (4.4).
(1) F contains a translation of arbitrarily small translation number.

(2) \i is nonatomic and E is continuous.

(3) \jj is a monomorphism.
(4) The union of axes of ail the translations on F coïncides with 9£.

Let /ir=/)*ju and let M Supp (jUr). We shall show that Ji is a unique
minimal set for the F-action. First we need a lemma.

LEMMA (4.5). Let x e M. Suppose there exist points xt and x\ such that

x, &lt;x &lt;x&apos;t and that fir([xn x&apos;,]) -»0. Then we hâve either xt-+x or x\ -»x.

Proof. Let {/„} be a fundamental System of neighbourhoods of x, each homo-
morphic to an open interval. Let us define

i: ={yeln\x&lt;y}.

Since x e Supp (^), one has that jur(/~) &gt; 0 for any n or jur(/+ &gt; 0 for any n.

Assume the former. Then given n, we hâve Hj([xn x&apos;,]) &lt; jU^(/n&quot;) for any sufficiently
large /. That is, x, e /„. Therefore we hâve x, -+x.

LEMMA (4.6). Any F-orbit in 9£ contains M in its closure. Especially, Jt is a

unique minimal set for the F-action. The set M either coïncides with 6C or is locally
homeomorphic to a Cantor set.
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Proof. By Proposition (4.4), there exists a translation in F of arbitrarily small
translation number. Take any points x e Ji and jel Let us show the following;
For any small e &gt; 0, there exist points y&apos;,y&quot; eFy such that y&apos; &lt;x&lt;y&quot; and that
Hjriiy&apos;i y&quot;]) &lt; c- By the previous lemma, this suffices for the proof of the first part.

First choose three translations y,, y2 and y( as follows. (By Proposition (4.4) (4),
this is possible.)

• x g Axis (y{) and y g Axis (y2).
• The translation number of yc is positive and smaller than c.

For some integers n and m, we hâve y&quot;(x), y™(y) g Axis (y&lt;). Then there
exists k such that y^iy^iy)) :&lt;?ï(x) &lt;yk + l(y™(y))- Now one can choose y&apos;

yr&quot;(ykc(y?(y))) and y&quot; yrn(ykc + x(y?(y))).
For the remaining part, notice that since jtf^ is nonatomic, there are no isolated

points in M. Also since Ji is minimal, dJi is either empty or coincides with Ji. If
dJi 0, then clearly we hâve Ji 9C. If &lt;L# J(, then ^ is locally a Cantor set.

D

Now we hâve finished the préparations for the proof of Theorem 4. Let
TV Ker (0) Ker (^0) c F.

PROPOSITION (4.7). N is nontrivial

Proof. By the argument of Corollary (3.13), one knows that Q a N. D

The following two lemmas are easy to establish. The proofs are left to the

reader. For x e 3C, dénote by Nx the isotropy subgroup of N at x.

LEMMA (4.8). For v g N, the set Fix (v) is a nonempty open subset of &lt;3£. If
x g Fix (v) and y &lt;x, then we hâve y e Fix (v).

LEMMA (4.9). Ify&lt;x, then we hâve NV^NX.

Now we shall show the following key lemma.

LEMMA (4.10). Fhere exists a point x e$C such that the isotropy subgroup Nx
is not finitely generated.

Proof. Assume for contradiction that for any point x e #&quot;, Nx is finitely generated.

Consider the global fixed point set Fix (Nx) of Nx. Since Nx is finitely
generated, Fix (Nx) is a nonempty open set and if y e Fix (Nx) and z &lt; y, then we
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have z g Fix (Nx). Let

Vx {zeFix(Nx)\x&lt;z}.

Vx is a nonempty connectée! set and if z g Vx, we have 7VZ JVV by Lemma (4.9).
Let

Notice that since N is a normal subgroup, we have Nyx yNxy~l for any y g T. In
particular we have @ is F-invariant. Choose x e 9). Then by Lemma (4.6), we have

JnM i y f°r some yn e F and for some y g M. But this is absurd, since we have

Nz Nx for any z g Vx. This contradiction shows that 9) is empty.
Now it follows easily that Nx Nx for any x and jef. This shows, via Lemma

(4.8), that N Nx for any x g 3C. That is, N acts on 9£ trivially. A
contradiction. D

LEMMA (4.11). There exists a point y g 3C such that the isotropy subgroup Fy is

not finitely generated.

Proof. Let

&lt;&amp; {y g 9£ | Nv is not finitely generated}.

By the previous lemma, we have ty # 0. It is easy to show that &lt;&amp; is T-invariant.
By Lemma (4.6), we obtain that Cl ($0 is an uncountable set. Consider a copy R

of the real line properly embedded in 9C. We shall use the coordinates of R in R. By
the argument of Lemma (4.10), we know that if Nx is finitely generated for some

x e R, then there exists an c &gt; 0 such that if x &lt; y &lt; x + c, then Ny is finitely
generated. Therefore any component of R\&amp; is of the form either [a, b[ or ]a, b[.

This shows that the set (Cl (&lt;3f)\3f)nR is countable. That is, Cl (&lt;Bf)\&lt;&amp; is count-
able. Therefore ty is an uncountable set.

Consider the set

F is countable and for each y g F\N, Fix (y) is countable. Therefore £f is countable.

That is, there exists a point y g &amp; n(3C\Sf).

Proof of Theorem 4. Let L be the leaf of J* which corresponds to the point y
of Lemma (4.11). Thus Fx and hence Tlx is not finitely generated. Let L be the leaf
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of # which covers L. We hâve the following exact séquence.

-?i7v -&gt; 1.

Hence we hâve obtained that nx(L) is not finitely generated. This conclusion is

derived from the hypothesis that 3F is not complète. Therefore if ail the leaves of
3F hâve finitely generated fundamental groups, then !F must be complète.

5. First we shall construct an example, due to Nobuo Tsuchiya, of a non-complete
real analytic foliation with a single Novikov component, on a closed 4-manifold
whose fundamental group is solvable. Consider the 4-manifold D3 x S\ Let ^ be

the bundle foliation corresponding to the projection to the second factor. Let

/: S1 -»Int (D3 x S1) be an embedding transverse to ^ and which winds twice

along the S ^direction. Let N(f) be its tubular neighbourhood and let

P =D3 x Sl\lnt (N(f)). Turbulize the foliation 9\P along the boundary dP as in

Figure 5. Paste the two boundary components by some diffeomorphism to obtain
a closed oriented 4-manifold M. Then we get a transversely oriented foliation 3F on
M. We can do ail this to obtain a transversely real analytic foliation. It is not
difficult to show that the corresponding 1-manifold is of type V and looks like
Figure 6. Also we hâve

T\HlT2H=T}.

That is, M has a solvable fundamental group.
Next we shall show that any group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms

of R can be lifted up to an action on a 1-manifold of type V.

THEOREM 5. For any group FR of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of
R, there exists a l-manifold 3C of type V, a group F which acts on 9C, a submersion

Figure 5
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Figure 6

(f)(y)D(x) (y e F,D : 3C -&gt; R and a homomorphism (f) : F -» R

x e£).
Furthermore if FR is finitely generated {resp. solvable, minimal on R), then F is

also finitely generated {resp. solvable, minimal on 3C).

Proof. Fix a FR-orbit (i cz R. Define a Z/2Z vector space I by

Z {a : Çj -&gt;Z/2Z | o-(x) 0 except fînite x e(9).

Define the left action of FR on E by (y*(r)(x) a(y lx). Form the semidirect

product r I x FR. The homomorphism (f&gt; : F -? TR is defined to be the canonical

projection.
On the other hand, define an équivalence relation on I x R by

(cr, x) ~ (t, y) o x y, o t on ] — oo, x[.

The quotient space $ is obviously a 1-manifold of type V. F acts on ^ by

(&lt;r,y)(x,x) (&lt;T + y + T,y(x)).

Define D : T -&gt; R by Z)(&lt;x, x) jc. Ail the required properties are easy to establish.
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